Inn Sane
What happens when a young couple from the suburbs of Philadelphia purchase a run-down resort in the Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania? Raising five kids and dealing with a mother-in-law, an Irish Setter, three cats and staff of over twenty is only half of it! Guests bring excitement (and sometimes misery) to the struggling inn. Whether it’s a bull disturbing the tranquility of a summer night, a cat that finds commonality with a skunk, or a lawsuit threatened by the disappearance of an antique handkerchief, life is never dull. Share the heartaches, challenges, and successes as they transform this fading beauty into one of the state’s leading country inns. June Bryan Belfie reflects on her eleven years of inn-keeping in a humorous, but gentle accounting. Join her for a fascinating peek into the adventures of an innkeeper.

This is such a great read! Ms. Belfie may be known for her Amish writing, but her talents extend far beyond that. To get a glimpse of what it would be like to own a country inn and the unbelievable (but true!) characters that are encountered makes this book an absolute joy. Highly recommend!
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